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When you buy an appliance, the product should be reliable and able to resist to all the family’s elicita-

�ons. BMP helps the manufacturers to design and implement more solid products but, at the same �me, 

lighter and cheaper. 

Our technical adhesive tapes and our glues are used in the white good industry for the manifold applica-

�ons such as dumping of noise and vibra�ons in driers, fixing of glasses on oven doors, the fixing of 

cooling-snakes, the bonding of membrane keyboards or control panels on microwave ovens or 

washing-machines and else more.  

I“Scotch-Weld”™ brand has been figured out from the conclusions on the researches made at the begin-

ning of the Fi!ies in the aerospace field on the base of which it has been demonstrated that the structural 

resistance of some liquid adhesives could be comparable to the weldings ones. Since then onwards, the 

persistent development of 3M has been supplying higher and higher performances solu�ons in technolo-

gy that, nowadays, get applica�on for the white good industry as well. You can find a limited selec�on of 

available products underneath.    

Structural liquid adhesives and sealants

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS

3M DP8810

High performance two-part acrylic adhesive 

characterized by a low odor compared to the most of 

acrylic adhesives. Shear, peel and impact high resistance. 

It polymerizes in a short �me.

Suitable for ceramic, glass and metal bonding. To 

fix front handles of freedges, ovens, freezers and 

microwaves.

3M DP8010

Acrylic based, structural two-components adhesive. 

Simple mixing ra�o (10:1). Excellent resistance to shear 

and peel with good characteris�cs of endurance and 

crash resistance as well.

To fix decora�ve elements onto surfaces of the 

interior of freedges.

3M DP810

A toughened two-part acrylic adhesive; It has got a 1:1 

mixing ra�o. Excellent resistance to shear and peel with 

good characteris�cs of endurance and crash resistance 

as well.

To fix reinforcing brackets or to assemble the 

kitchen extractor hoods.

3M TS230

One part urethane structural moisture curing adhesive. 

Applied at hot temperature, it bonds a huge variety of 

different substrates. 

To bond the glasses onto microwave oven doors, 

the external structures of the doors with 

portholes of washing machines or dryers, to s�ck 

glass panels on the doors of the refrigerators, to 

s�ck decora�on on the edges of the glass covers 

in the top loader dryers. 

3M DP490
High performance epoxy adhesive, for high 

temperatures; double cartridge 2:1 - thixotropic.

To s�ck metal frames to the glass of induc�on 

hobs.

3M 847

High performance fast curing nitrile based liquid 

adhesive. Suitable to bond leather, nitrile rubber, plas�cs, 

gaskets on different types of substrates. It has got an 

excellent resistance to many fuels and oils.

To s�ck rubber feet of dishing machines, 

freezers, coffee machines, microwaves, washing 

machines and dryers.

3M 760

One part sealing moisture curing adhesive. It is 

isocyanate-free and allows to build an elas�c permanent 

joint with high performances on a huge range of 

substrates.

To seal the internal gaskets of the washing 

machine drum.

550FC

One part sealing moisture curing adhesive that allows to 

create a permanent elas�c joint. It bonds a huge range of 

materials.

To assembly the glasses to the structures of the 

cover of top loader washing machines.



   Double-sided adhesive tapes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS

3M 467-468

200MP serie transfers adhesive tapes. Either 467 (50µ) 

and 468 (130µ) are very firm, they are heat, shear and 

solvents resistant. The bonding increases a lot a"er 

natural aging.

Displays or touch bonding on the external sides 

of various types of appliances. Fixing of the 

vacuum insula#on panel to prevent movements 

during the foaming. 

3M 9472LE

High performances double-sided acrylic adhesive tape. It 

has got a very smooth finishing for a be$er graphic 

defini#on. It has got an excellent adhesion on LSE plas#c 

materials, as PPL and powder coated surfaces, and also 

on slightly greasy surfaces. Thickness 130µ.  

Fixing of decora#on elements on plas#c drawers 

and on fridge shelves. Bonding of the plas#c 

faceplates on dishing-machines and ovens cards. 

Fixing of plas#c elements/panels of the front 

parts of washing-machines.

3M 99786

Double-sided #ssue adhesive tape with high adhesion on 

a wide range of materials including plas#cs and foams. 

Par#cularly suitable for  lamina#on of foams, applica#on 

on gaskets and insulators, general purposes and plate 

bonding.

Fixing of decora#on elements on plas#c drawers 

and on fridge shelves. Bonding of the plas#c 

faceplates on dishing-machines and ovens cards. 

Fixing of plas#c elements/panels of the front 

parts of washing-machines.

3M 9448A

 Double-sided cellulose #ssue adhesive tape with high 

adhesion capacity. Excellent hold on various surfaces, 

even on LSE ones. Moreover, it shows a good chemical 

resistance at high temperatures.

Fixing of decora#on elements on plas#c drawers 

and on fridge shelves. Bonding of the plas#c 

faceplates on dishing-machines and ovens cards. 

Fixing of plas#c elements/panels of the front 

parts of washing-machines.

MP1102
White PE double-sided foam. 1 mm thickness. Natural 

rubber adhesive.

Used for bonding of hooks for wires and cables 

fixing, the assembly of panels and baseboards.

3M VHB™ 4941

Conformable acrylic double-sided adhesive foam with a 

good adhesion to so" pvc. Suitable to paints and 

primers. Its high conformability ensures the best contact 

to rigid or irregular surfaces. Thickness 1.1mm.

Bonding of logos onto the doors of various 

appliances.

3M VHB™ 4611

Dark-grey, double-sided acrylic foam, with an high ini#al 

adhesion. Red PE liner. Its excellent thermal resistance 

favours its use before powder coa#ng processes. 

Thickness 1.1mm. 

Fixing of front handles on refrigerators, freezers, 

microwaves and ovens. Bonding of the glass 

onto the frame of the oven door. 

3M VHB™ 9473

 Very rigid double-sided acrylic. It shows a very high shear 

resistance and its bonding hold increases significantly 

a"er the natural aging. Thickness 0.26mm.

To fix metal sheets on refrigerators, dishing 

machines, ovens, extractor hoods, freezers, etc.

3M VHB™ 4936

Conformable acrylic double-sided adhesive foam, 

offering a good adhesion onto the so" pvc. Suitable for 

paints and primers.Its high conformability ensures the 

best contact to rigid or irregular surfaces. Thickness 

0.60mm.

To fix metal sheets on refrigerators, dishing 

machines, ovens, extractor hoods, freezers, etc.

3M VHB™ GPH-060

Grey, general purpose acrylic double-sided adhesive 

foam. High temperature resistance, conformable and 

with a good ini#al tack. 3M branded red PE liner. 

Thickness 0.60mm.

Used for a structural fixing - such as subs#tu#on 

for weldings, screws, rivets, etc. - of metal panels 

or other plas#c parts or painted surfaces.



Single-sided adhesive tapes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS

DA80

Single-sided adhesive tape cons!tuted by a so"ened 

aluminium carrier coated with a clear acrylic adhesive. 

Total thickness 120µ.

General purpose to reflect and dissipate heat. To 

supply a mechanical support to electric wires and 

to get the increase of the exchange surfaces of 

the cooling coils for the appliances. To place 

cooling coils to the internal surface of 

refrigerators and freezers before foaming. To 

monitor the heat produced by the fans of the 

Tesa 4576            

"Ven!ng tape"

Conformable and elas!c, polyester/cellulose non-woven 

carrier single-sided adhesive tape. Acrylic adhesive.

The high gas permeability of its carrier and of its 

adhesive mass make it the ideal product for the 

foaming process.

PP 85 S               

"Blue tape"

Blue PP strapping tape for applica!ons where a medium 

tensile strenght is required. Natural rubber adhesive.

Cable fixing during the process of assembly and 

shipment. Fixing of internal drawers, of small 

doors, of owen grills, of microwaves glass plates 

and of portholes of washing machines during 

their transporta!on.

3M 2552

Vibra!on-dumping single-sided adhesive tape consis!ng 

of an adhesive polymer coupled to a dead so" 

alluminium foil. Very high capacity to contain resonance 

vibra!ons at a span temperature of 0°- 60°C with 

extreme limits of a span of minus 32° up to 80°C. If 

applied to a vibra!ng structure, the 2552 tape converts 

the vibra!ons in a very few quan!ty of heat. Thickness 

0.38 mm.

To reduce the noise of the motor of the pump of 

dishing machines and during the func!oning of 

the extractor hoods, freezers, washing machines 

and microwaves.

3M 361

White fiberglass single-sided adhesive tape coated with a 

silicone adhesive. High resistance to tensile and ageing. 

Very high resistance to high temperatures (up to +232°C).

Wiring of hobs.

375

Aluminium laminated butyl sealing single-sided adhesive 

tape. Thickness 0.6 mm.

Used for its excellent proper!es of sealing and 

conformability as vibra!on dumping - reduc!on 

of noise - on coils or to favor the thermal 

exchange, increasing the transmission surface 

between different components.

37A
Single-sided aluminium adhesive tape (30μ). Acrylic 

adhesive. White paper siliconized liner.

Used for cooling snakes fixing.

118PLUS

HT

Single-sided aluminium adhesive tape coupled with a Bi-

oriented PPL film. Acrylic adhesive. 

It is used to fix the cooling snakes onto the inner 

walls avoiding infiltra!ons of insula!on foams 

which would reduce the efficiency of heat 

exchange. Usable also with automa!c 

dispensers.
3M 2120E

Semi-creped paper adhesive tape. Chamois colour. 

Solvent rubber adhesive.

Used for packaging and non cri!cal masking 

applica!ons.

MP130804
White PE single-sided adhesive tape. Black pigmented 

rubber adhesive.

Used as a protec!on of steel panels. Specific for 

laser cut of metal sheets.



Single-sided adhesive tapes

Other products

Nanotechnology

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS

GREEN INTERTAPE
Single-sided PET adhesive tape. Silicone adhesive. Green 

colour.

Used in masking operta!ons whereas a high 

temperature resistance is required. Clean 

removal.

3829

Medium-hard black single-sided adhesive foam with a 

fixed PET liner on the non adhesive side. Rubber based 

adhesive. Available in different thicknesses.

Seal of polycarbonate structures, vibra!ons 

dumping.

Scapa 6022

Single-sided so$ pvc adhesive tape. Natural rubber 

adhesive.

Used for electrical insula!on, protec!on of joints 

of medium-low voltage cables, iden!fica!on and 

harnessing.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS

Thinsulate™ 

TC1503

Material cons!tuted by 50% of PET staple fibers and 50% 

of PPL fibers. Thickness 16mm. White colour.

Designed to give high performances of insula!on 

mainly acus!c but thermal as well. Thanks to its 

unique proper!es, it is possible to reduce the 

weight of appliances.

Scotch-Weld™ 

Frenafile& TL42

It confers to the assemblied mechanical fixings 

resistance to vibra!ons, corrosion and shock. This 

anaerobic adhesive of medium resistance is dispensable 

as  one-component product. It fills and seals threads 

completely, helping to stop corrosion, rust and leakages. 

It helps to maintain the torque moment. It is removable 

with manual tools. It blocks different materials safely as 

well as it mantains equipments and produc!on lines 

installed and func!oning.

To bond together the internal and external 

frames of washing machines.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS

SCC2204

Ac!ve nanotechnological product which allows to get 

surfaces with self-cleaning and an!-pollu!ng proper!es. 

Thanks to its very high hydrophilicity, if applied 

on glass, it grants an an!-fogging effect. The 

photocataly!c effect allows to decompose even 

the organic vola!le substances present in the 

atmosphere, killing algae and mold. Granted 

treatment for 1 year.

HGB2201

Innova!ve product which exploits the nanotechnology to 

obtain easy to clean surfaces with an!-pollu!ng and an!-

bacterial proper!es.

Making the surfaces on which it is applied self-

cleaning and an!-bacterial, it is recommended 

for the use on glasses and mirrors. The 

treatment is granted for 10 years. 
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